Abstract-The Web grew in five years from a development project to a global business. In contrast the semantic Web has spent ten years developing from a plan to introduce metadata to the Web to a suite of technologies that are used in niche markets, but are far from the global commodity business of the Web. There remain fundamental problems in implementing the vision of a semantic Web, which require both original technical research and considerable consensus building to reach agreed solutions. Many of the successes of the semantic Web are in small technologies such as RSS, Dublin Core and FOAF, while the main thrust of research is in big technologies such as ontological modeling and inference engines. The links between the small and large, as well as an understanding of the resulting benefits are required to move the semantic Web into the mainstream Web.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Web grew from a brief proposal to a global business in five years, while the semantic Web has spent ten years developing to its current apparently backwater state -why is this? The paper presents the background and current state of the semantic Web, leading to some of the outstanding research issues that remain before the full vision can be realized.
A. A Brief History of the Semantic Web
In 1989 Tim Berners-Lee proposed the World Wide Web to CERN as a development project [1] . By 1991 there was a portable browser available and being distributed. By 1994 Netscape was flourishing providing a commercial browser, Yahoo! had been created to provide an index, the WebCrawler was running as a search engine and there were 2,500 servers worldwide. By the end of 1995 there were approximately 73,500 Web servers worldwide, Microsoft had released Internet Explorer and W3C had been established as a standards body for the Web.
In contrast, the semantic Web was initiated in 1996 when it was acknowledged that the Web was built for human consumption, and although everything on it is machinereadable, this data is not machine-understandable. It is very hard to automate anything on the Web, and because of the volume of information the Web contains, it is not possible to manage it manually. The solution proposed was to use metadata to describe the data contained on the Web. Metadata is "data about data" (for example, a library catalog is metadata, since it describes publications) or specifically "data describing Web resources". The first working draft of the RDF language to define metadata was available in August 1997, but it was not until February 1999 that it appeared as an agreed W3C recommendation. In 1998 Tim Berners-Lee published a roadmap to the Semantic Web [2] that introduced notions beyond metadata including query languages, inference rules and proof validation. A vision of the Semantic Web from 2001 [3] has broadened the vision further to include trust, where: "The Semantic Web will bring structure to the meaningful content of Web pages, creating an environment where software agents roaming from page to page can readily carry out sophisticated tasks for users". The Web had one clear vision to which a solution was generated, while these changes in vision for the semantic Web from a simple metadata proposal to an agent environment are partly to blame for the delays in creating a solution since the requirements on the technologies have both changed, and grown increasingly complex. But there are fundamental technical causes too.
B. The Semantic Web Architecture and Technologies
The architecture of the semantic Web was proposed by Berners-Lee in 2001 [3] as a layered pyramid. Unicode and URI as foundations ensure that the technologies are applicable to all languages and to allow all objects to be referred to by unique identifiers. This allows the semantic Web to be maintained as a single discourse context in which one speaker can comment on the information presented by themselves or others (e.g. Dan said, that Tim said "Each person should have a URI"). The information is presented as XML, while the metadata and comments are made in RDF. RDF has been constructed as a fully reified language -again to allow comments to be treated as objects, so that they can be referred to and commented on by others. These properties of unique universal identifiers and reification [8] have been shown in natural language systems to be essential components of an architecture to support reference within a discourse (anaphora) and to objects in the world (diexis) [4] . The security provided by digital signatures is integral to the semantic Web technologies in order to reliably identify who is making a statement.
The layer on top of RDF is that of the ontology language OWL, which adds more vocabulary than RDF for describing properties and classes: among others, relations between classes (e.g. disjointness), cardinality (e.g. "exactly one"), equality, richer typing of properties, characteristics of properties (e. g. symmetry), and enumerated classes. In February 2004 a range of RDF Schema and OWL recommendations were published by W3C making these technologies available in an agreed form.
Above the ontology layer is proposed the logic layer to support inferences. Candidate formalisms for inference rule interchange languages began consensus debate in a W3C working group in November 2005, with the expectation of producing a recommendation in about 2 years.
Most researchers acknowledge that assertions need to be justified by proof, that proof will normally be incomprehensible or too lengthy to read, so summary explanation as justification, or trust based on provenance are required. Outside the semantic Web, the notion of trust, its lack of transitivity, and certification of contract, policy, identity, authority and truthfulness of assertions are all being studied as trust substitutes, while inside the semantic Web these notions are starting to be addressed [15] , [16] , [17] .
An important motivation in the design of the semantic Web architecture has been the layering not only of technologies, but along with them, a layering of human skills and technical resources. It is a principle of the architecture that each layer should respond to a market need in itself. That is to say, that their should be a return on investment for the training of staff and purchase of tools for each layer of technology that will be justified by applications that require that layer alone, and not those above.
As a result of this layering of technology and skill, each higher layer should allow the solution of new, more advanced problems than the layer below, which may require new investment, but which will build on the investment already made in the layers below. Those with knowledge, skills and resources of the XML layer, can develop skills at the RDF layer built on them; those with skills at the RDF layer can build on those technologies for the ontology layer. However, this argument cannot be taken to extremes. The technologies may build one layer upon another, but there are considerably new skills required at each layer. For example, the modeling of systems at the ontology layer requires analyst skills, which the programmer of XML or RDF would not require. Although the programming skills build on each other, new analysis and management challenges arise at higher layers, which will require new skills to be introduced into any team.
C. Semantic Web Applications
The perceived killer applications for the semantic Web are well understood as those of integrating queries and results over heterogeneous databases, and for Web services, advertising, service discovery, matchmaking, service selection, contract negotiation, service composition and management. There are many active research teams working to meet these needs using approaches which build on the semantic Web architecture through OWL-S, or which use semantic approaches outside the architecture through WSMO, or even which use approaches which are semantically weak using XML tags.
The semantic Web has had most impact in practice through the expressiveness of RDF which has been used in a range of applications: to add metadata to Web pages using the Dublin Core metadata set; to transmit news and multimedia to users through RSS and podcasting; through simple representations for existing vocabulary descriptions through SKOS, and through simple representations for users and their social networks through FOAF. These simple applications can be used together to provide the technology already available through desktop calendar and contact management tools showing the reality of the architectural principle that each layer in the architecture should be able to provide return on its investment.
II. CHALLENGES FROM THE SEMANTIC WEB
The architecture of the semantic Web has been refined over many years, the technologies for five of the seven layers are in the process of standardization, the applications to which the semantic Web could provide a solution are clear, and business cases are being developed to justify the investment at each layer of the architecture. This position sounds reassuring, but falsely so.
There are many outstanding problems before the enterprise can be, if ever, complete. Six of the major problems are outlined here in order of decreasing formality. These are problems that need addressing before the semantic Web can be complete, but they are also important problems for computing in general.
A. Understanding Ontological Modeling
OWL allows ontological models to be constructed, and inferences drawn about the completeness and consistency of those models. But, a model is an abstraction created for a purpose. What are the assumptions built into the modeling process? What are the methodologies for moving from requirements to models? What are the limits on those models once created? There are a great many issues that need to be resolved and carefully documented in an accessible manner before ontological modeling reaches the current state of entity-relationship, object or process modeling. Although, homographs that are written the same but mean different things are differentiated in ontological modeling, structural modeling choices still require resolution. For example, the simplest structural modeling problem is the inverted hierarchy problem -a project manager regards a project as a first class object that persists over several years, while an accountant regards the financial year as the first class object that happens to contain projects which may exist in one or more years. How do we make explicit the choices made in reducing models to hierarchies like this, or selecting between them? Hierarchical problems are those of the simplest graphs, when we get to paths across more complex graphs then there are many more modeling problems to be made explicit to guide modelers. Questions of ontological status have been addressed in the knowledge representation literature [9] but need to be addressed in the open world of the semantic Web.
B. Logical Basis of Inference
OWL can be viewed as an expressive Description Logic (DL) designed for use in the semantic Web. DL's are logical formalisms for representing information about classes, roles and objects. Generally DL have decidable inferences of subsumption (whether one class is more general than another), classification (determine subsumption between all named classes) and realization (determine the named classes an individual belongs to). Subsumption was generally intractable in many terminological logics that involve propositional logic, or at best undecidable in those that are embedded in first order logics. FaCT [12] defined limitations on DL that produced a fast algorithm that has become the basis of OWL for reasoning over ontologies. The reification in RDF allows classes to be treated as individuals, which makes a description logic undecidable so that OWL limits this capability of RDF and, to retain decidability, prevents fiddling with RDF builtins.
The classic rule language Prolog is a Horn clause logic. A Horn clause is a clause with at most one positive literal which results in useful properties such as that the resolvent of two Horn clauses is a Horn clause; propositional Horn theories can be decided in polynomial time; first-order Horn theories are only semi-decidable, but in practice, resolution over Horn theories runs much more efficiently than resolution over general first-order theories; backward chaining is complete for Horn clauses (if X is a consequence of Y, then there is a backward-chaining proof of X from Y).
The constraints of Horn clause logic and DL are different. Therefore what is the consequence of applying Horn clause inference rules over objects defined under DL? Variants of Horn clause logic termed Description Horn Logic (DHL) and Description Logic Program (DLP) have been defined as expressive fragments of first-order logic where the expressiveness is substantially greater than the RDF-Schema fragment of Description Logic [13] , although not as complete as the OWL set, excluding cardinality restrictions and extensionally defined classes. Is this the best approach to meet the requirements for inference over the semantic Web? Considerable research is still required to determine a logical basis for inference that is compatible with the DL basis for ontological representation.
C. Translating Between Ontologies -Metaphor
Psycholinguists sometimes argue that each human speaks their own language -there is no single English language that can be defined, merely the sum of the English languages spoken by individuals. When speakers talk to each other in a natural language they negotiate a common subset of the language in which they can communicate to each other, and often renegotiate when a new topic arises. This approach is counter to the traditions of computing where programming languages have strictly defined syntax and semantics, and users are constrained to express their intentions in these. The approach taken to translating between ontologies in the semantic Web has been to transform the ontologies to a common syntax and then address semantic differences by taking the union of concepts and the axioms defining them and then defining bridging axioms through an inference engine [10] . This is sensible start, but the semantic differences can be very deep and require metaphoric reasoning that has only just been addressed within this approach [7] , [11] .
D. Reasoning about Agents' Intentions
Agents can be delegated some authority to make decisions, or they provide advice on which humans must act with some confidence. Confidence can be based on assurances of past performance, provenance of the data on which they make decisions, and the past performance of its providers, and of the identity, authority and sincerity of all those involved in the process. These assurances are being introduced into many security systems based on the digital signatures integral to the semantic Web. However, users must judge the transferability of these assurances. Would you have confidence in a doctor who was renowned as a general practitioner to undertake brain surgery, even though both functions require certificates of medical education -probably not? In human relations many judgments where assurances are not available require trust [14] in the intentions of those involved -are they on my side or do they have self-interests that may result in them acting against my interests? The step from having confidence in the competence of somebody to having trust in their intentions is a step beyond the prediction of future performance based on assurances of past behavior, to judgments about a more abstract order of reasoning -their intentions. Computing employs theories of probability reasoning and evidence that can be applied to judgments of competence based on subjective probability [5] . There are attempts to link the subjective probabilities of the provenance of source data to the reasoning chain applied and explain the results in a brief comprehensible and reassuring manner [6] but judgments of intention still require formalization and a rigorous methodology to explain them to users.
E. Sociology of Agents
Once inference engines start to operate over the semantic Web, and agents embody their own intentions, then they will need to be considered by aggregation as societies of agents which form a network over the top of the Web and the semantic Web, perhaps configured in alignment to the social networks of the humans responsible for the Web they inhabit -yet different. Social network analysis is beginning to provide useful characterizations of the humans represented in the semantic Web -but what of agents acting on their behalf? The whole issue of a sociological characterization of these agents is open to investigation.
F. Governance of Agents in a Pragmatic Web
One of the major reasons that the expert systems research of the 1980's was not accepted by the commercial market was that there was no clear resolution of the legal liability for people acting on the advice the computer programmes provided -if a doctor treated a patient on the basis of the programme's advice and the patient died, who was liable: the doctor, the programme's salesman, author, distributor or knowledge provider(s)? For humans to act on a programme's advice, or a programme to act upon decisions that it has made itself, liability must be clear in law, and in the social institutions in which those associated with it work. It will be necessary to be very clear about the legal position of agents, and those involved in the research, development, and any commercial activity related to such agents in order to present realistic business cases for the adoption of such technologies. With the advent of the FW7 IST research programme in Europe, there is expected to be a rise in the awareness of policy and legal issues related to ICT R&D, where such issues could be investigated.
III. CONCLUSION
The semantic Web has a clear vision, an architecture and progressively richer technologies. In practice it is developing applications that are having an impact in the community. However, the envisioned killer applications still appear to be a long way off, and many fundamental problems still need to be overcome before the whole vision can be realized. Unlike the Web itself, the semantic Web is not being built from mainly existing technologies whose combination had a rapid dramatic impact on the business world. The semantic Web requires the development of many fundamental technologies, large applications and maybe even a policy or legislative framework in which to operate. The architectural principle that the layers should progressively return the required investments made on them appears to be proving correct so far with RDF providing high impact tools, and ontology modeling proving beneficial in specialist application domains. However, if this business model is to continue successfully for the upper layers of the architecture, then benefits will have to be identified for those parts before the benefits of the whole vision can be reaped. The semantic Web is not a lost cause, but these technical problems need to be resolved before it can produce its killer application, and they need to be synchronized with business opportunities if it is to be widely adopted.
